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Linear scaling calculation of excited-state properties of polyacetylene
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Department of Chemistry, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong, China

~Received 14 September 1998!

A new method based on the equation of motion~EOM! for the reduced single-electron-density matrix is
developed to calculate the excited-state properties of very large electronic systems. When the distance between
two local orbitals is larger than a critical length, the corresponding off-diagonal density-matrix element is
negligible and may be set to zero. This reduces the dimension of the EOM and the number of required matrix
elements. The computational cost scales thus linearly with the system size. As an illustration, the new method
is implemented to evaluate the absorption spectra of polyacetylene oligomers containing 30–500 carbon atoms.
The resulting spectra agree well with those of the full calculation, and more importantly, the linear scaling of
the computational time versus the size is clearly demonstrated.@S0163-1829~99!01611-2#
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There is a growing interest in calculating the electro
structures of complex and large systems like protein and
ganic aggregates.Ab initio molecular-orbital and semiempir
ical calculations are usually limited to small or medium s
molecular systems. The obstacle lies in the rapid increa
of computational costs as the systems become larger
more complex. The computational timetcpu is proportional
to a certain power of the system size, i.e.,tcpu}Nx, whereN
is the number of electronic orbitals, andx is an exponent tha
is usually larger than 1. For instance,ab initio Hartree-Fock
molecular-orbital calculation is aO(N3) scaling method
~i.e., x53). To determine the electronic structures of ve
large systems, it is essential that the computational c
scales linearly withN. Several linear scaling methods ha
been developed to calculate ground electronic states.1–23 The
physical basis of these methods is ‘‘the nearsightednes
equilibrium systems.’’24 However, the excited states of ver
large electronic systems are much more difficult to calcula
Several linear scaling calculations based on noninterac
electron models have been carried out for excited states10,25

and for the static electronic response.26,27To our knowledge,
no linear scaling calculation that includes explicitly electro
electron Coulomb interaction has been implemented for
excited states.

A reduced single-electron density matrixr contains im-
portant information of an electronic system. The diago
elementr i i is the electron density at a local orbitali, and the
off-diagonal elementr i j ( iÞ j ) measures the electronic co
herence between two local orbitalsi and j, where r i j

5^â j
†âi&, and â j

† and âi are the creation and annihilatio
operators atj and i, respectively. An EOM for a reduce
density matrix has been used to calculate linear and non
ear electronic responses to external fields28 and, thus, probe
the properties of excited states. This EOM is based on
time-dependent Hartree-Fock~TDHF! approximation,29 and
the time for its solution scales asO(N6). The TDHF in-
cludes the complete single-electron excitations and so
partial double, triple, and other multielectron excitations.
has been applied successfully to investigate the optical p
erties of conjugated polymers.28 Recently aO(N2) scaling
density-matrix–spectral-moment algorithm30 has been devel
oped to calculate the envelope of the entire linear and n
linear optical spectra of conjugated polymers containing
to 300 carbon atoms. In Ref. 31 it has been shown that
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diagonal elementsr i j are negligible when the distancer i j
betweeni and j is larger than a critical lengthl 0 . This is a
consequence of ‘‘the nearsightedness of equilibri
systems.’’24 When the system is subjected to an external fi
E(t), the field induces a changedr in the reduced density
matrix. The induced density matrixdr has a similar ‘‘near-
sightedness,’’ i.e., off-diagonal elementdr i j is approxi-
mately zero as the distance betweeni andj is large enough.31

Different orders of responses inE(t) have different critical
lengths. Usually the higher the order of responsen is, the
longer the critical lengthl n is, i.e., l 0, l 1, l 2, l 3,••• . We
may truncate thenth order induced density-matrix respon
dr (n) @note, dr5dr (1)1dr (2)1dr (3)1•••# by setting its
elementsdr i j

(n) to zero forr i j . l n . This truncation may lead
to a drastic reduction of the computational time.

In this paper, we concentrate on the first-order respo
and report a new method for calculating linear optical pro
erties of very large electronic systems. The method is ba
on the truncation of reduced density matrix mention
above, and its computational time scales linearly with
system sizeN. It is a general method and does not rely
specific approximation for the electron correlation. As
first application, we develop it within the TDHF approxima
tion. To demonstrate its validity, we implement the meth
to determine the absorption spectra of polyacetylene oli
mers containing up to 500 carbon atoms. Although a m
accurate and general Hamiltonian may be used,32 we employ
a semiempirical Hamiltonian, the Parisa-Parr-Pople~PPP!
Hamiltonian, to describe thep electrons of the system. In th
rest of the paper the TDHF approximation is briefly intr
duced followed by the formalism of the new method. T
results of our calculation on polyacetylene oligomers are p
sented and analyzed next. Finally, further development of
method is discussed and a summary is given.

When an external electromagnetic field is applied to
polyacetylene oligomer, itsp electrons response to the field
and the optical signals may be observed. Thep electrons
may be characterized by the PPP Hamiltonian,28,33

H5HSSH1HC1Hext. ~1!

HSSH is the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger~SSH! Hamiltonian, which
consists of the Hu¨ckel Hamiltonian with electron-phonon
7259 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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7260 PRB 59BRIEF REPORTS
coupling. HC represents the Coulomb interaction amongp
electrons or nuclei, which is described by the Oh
formula.34 Hext is the interaction betweenp electrons and the
external electric fieldE(t). We employ the same paramete
as those in Ref. 28. The double and single bond lengths
1.47 Å and 1.35 Å , respectively, and the bond angle
120°. Because there is a symmetry between spin up and
down in the system, we omit the spin index. The reduc
single-electron density-matrix elementr i j (t) obeys the
Heisenberg equation of motion, wherei ~j! representsp or-
bital at carbon atomi ( j ). We label the carbon atoms in a
increasing numerical order from one end of an oligomer
the other. With the TDHF approximation, a closed nonline
self-consistent EOM is yielded for the reduced sing
electron density matrixr(t)

i\ṙ~ t !5@h~ t !1 f ~ t !,r~ t !#. ~2!

Hereh(t) is the Fock matrix,

hnm~ t !5tnm12dn,m(
l

vnlr l l ~ t !2vnmrnm~ t !, ~3!

with tnm being the hopping matrix element betweenm andn,
andvnm the Coulomb repulsion between two electrons am
and n, respectively.f (t) represents the interaction betwe
an electron and the external fieldE(t),

f nm~ t !5dn,mez~n!E~ t !. ~4!

We partition the density matrixr(t) into two parts:
th
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r~ t !5r~0!1dr~ t !, ~5!

wherer (0) is the single-electron density matrix representi
the Hartree-Fock ground state in the absence of the exte
field, anddr(t) is the difference betweenr(t) andr (0), i.e.,
the induced density matrix by the external fieldE(t). Simi-
larly, the Fock matrixh(t) is decomposed in the form

h~ t !5h~0!1dh~ t !, ~6!

where h(0) is the Fock matrix whenE(t)50. Equation~2!
thus becomes

i\dṙ2Ldr5@ f ,r~0!#1@ f ,dr#1@dh,dr#, ~7!

whereL is the so-called Liouville matrix and is defined as

Li j ,mn[d j ,nhim
~0!2d i ,mhjn

~0!12dm,n~v in2v jn!r i j
~0!

2d i ,mv inr jn
~0!1d j ,nv jmr im

~0! . ~8!

For the first-order induced density matrixdr (1), its dynamics
may be described by the following equation,

i\dṙ~1!2Ldr~1!5@ f ,r~0!#. ~9!

The key for theO(N) scaling lies in the reduction of the
sizes ofdr (1) andL. This reduction is due to three approx
mations. First,dr i j

(1) is approximately zero whenr i j . l 1 .
This approximation leads to a band diagonal form ofdr (1),
which may be expressed as follows,
1
dr1,1

~1! dr1,2
~1!

••• dr1,a111
~1! 0 0 ••• 0

dr2,1
~1! dr2,a112

~1! 0 ••• 0

A � � �

dra111,1
~1! A

0 dra112,2
~1!

0 0 � �

� � 0

A A drN2a1 ,N
~1!

� � A

0 0 ••• 0 drN,N2a1

~1! . . . drN,N
~1!

2 , ~10!
rth,
wherea1 is the number of bonds within the critical leng
l 1 . Only those elementsdr i j

(1) within the diagonal band o
dr (1) need to be considered explicitly. This leads to a red
tion of the dimension ofdr (1) or L from N2 to DL[(2a1
11)N2a1(a111). We denote the resulting reduced firs
order density matrix asdr̃ (1) and arrange its elements in th
following increasing order:dr1,1

(1) , dr1,2
(1) , . . . , dr1,a111

(1) ,

dr2,1
(1) , dr2,2

(1) , . . . , dr2,a112
(1) , dr3,1

(1) , . . . , drN,N
(1) .

Secondly,r i j
(0) is set to zero forr i j . l 0 . @We denote the
-

resulting ground-state density matrix asr̃ (0).# Consequently
hi j

(0) becomes zero for the samer i j @see Eq.~3!#. Moreover,
this leads to vanishing values of most first, second, fou
and fifth terms on the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~8!.

The third term on the rhs of Eq.~8! contributes todṙ i j in
Eq. ~9! by

(
n

2~v in2v jn!r i j
~0!drnn

~1! . ~11!
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Because of the cancellations betweenv in and v jn @caused
by the ‘‘nearsightedness’’ ofr (0)#, and among differ-
ent drnn

(1) , it is observed that the summation overn in
Eq. ~11! may be limited approximately betweenk0 andk1 ,
where k05max„1,min(i 2ac , j 2ac)…,k15min„max(i 1ac ,
j 1ac),N…. Hereac is a cutoff length for the summation i
Eq. ~11! and ac;a1 for our system. Therefore, lastly, w
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keep only those third terms on the rhs of Eq.~8! whosem or
n is betweenk0 andk1 .

The combination of the second and third approximatio
results in zero values of mostLi j ,mn . With the particular

ordering ofdr̃ (1), the resulting Liouville matrix, denoted a

L̃, has a band diagonal form as follows,
1
L1,1 L1,2 ••• L1,b11 0 0 ••• 0
L2,1 L2,b12 0 ••• 0
A � � �

Lb11,1 A
0 Lb12,2

0 0 � �

� � 0
A A LDL2b,DL

� � A
0 0 ••• 0 LDL ,DL2b . . . LDL ,DL

2 . ~12!
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There are (2b11)DL2b(b11) elements within the diag
onal band ofL̃, whereb52a1ac1ac . Equation~9! thus
becomes

i\dṙ̃2L̃dr̃~1!5@ f ,r̃ ~0!#. ~13!

Although it is not essential for theO(N) scaling, the band
diagonal form ofL̃ enables us to solve Eq.~13! in the fre-
quency domain via a simpleO(N) scaling algorithm. We
adopt a Gaussian elimination procedure with back subs
tion. The procedure consists of two processes: the forw
process, which eliminates the lower half ofL̃, and the back-
ward process, which evaluates each variable. Detailed an
sis shows that the total number of algebraic operation
approximately

2~b11!2DL . ~14!

In the calculation,a1 andac are fixed. SinceDL;O(N), the
total computational time scales thus linearly withN. Further
analysis demonstrates that the total memory needed forL̃ is
(2b11)DL2b(b11) and also scales asO(N).

The accuracy of calculation is determined by the values
a1 ,a0 , andac . For simplicity, we chosea05ac5a15a in
our calculation. We calculate the absorption spectrum foN
540 usinga520. The result is plotted in Fig. 1. The soli
line is the resulting spectrum. To examine the accuracy
the calculation, we perform a full TDHF calculation for th
same oligomer~i.e., a539). The diamonds represent the r
sults of the full TDHF calculation. The energy and intens
differences of the first peak betweena520 and the full
TDHF are 0.33 and 0.08 %, respectively. These calculati
show thata05ac5a1520 gives accurate results. The r
duced density matrix corresponding to a particular excitat
has its ‘‘nearsightedness’’ and critical length. The critic
length does not alter with increasingN, when N is much
larger than the critical length. Thus the same value
a0 , a1 , andac may be used for differentN, provided that
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N is large enough. The roles of different critical lengths ha
been investigated, and the details will be presented in
other paper.35 In the rest of the calculation, the same value
a1 , a0 , and ac are adopted. The absorption spectrum
N5500 is determined. Its first peak redshifts and appear
v52.03 eV. This is consistent with previous calculations28

In Fig. 2 we examine theO(N) scaling of computationa
time and plot the CPU time versusN. The computational
time spent in solving the Hartree-Fock ground state is ne
gible. The total CPU time is approximately the time need
for obtaining the excited-state properties. Clearly, the C
time scales linearly withN for N between 30 and 500. Th
linear scaling of computational time for the excited-sta
properties has been convincingly achieved.

In the third approximation, the cancellation among diffe
ent drnn

(1) is based on charge conservation, i.e.,(ndrnn
(1)50.

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra forN540 and 500. The solid line is forN
540 anda520, and the dashed line forN5500 anda520. The results of
the full TDHF calculation forN540 are given by diamonds. The phenom

enological dephasing constantG50.1 eV. For comparison, all data forN
540 are multiplied by 12.5.
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The introduction of the cutoffac and its value is further
justified by the accuracy of our calculation~see Fig. 1!.
When the cancellation is strong,ac'a0 ; when the cancel-
lation is weak,ac@a0 is expected. The fast multiple metho
~FMM! has been used to calculate the summation of C
lomb interaction,20,36,37and its computational time scales lin
early with the system sizeN.20,37 It may be an alternative to
calculate Eq.~11!. Although the band diagonal form is ut
lized to achieve theO(N) scaling, it is not essential. The ke
to the linear scaling is the reduction of the sizes ofdr andL.
When Eq. ~13! is solved in the time domain, it may b
readily demonstrated that the solution is of theO(N) scaling,
and the band diagonal form ofL̃ is not required.35 Therefore,
the method may be extended to two- and three-dimensi
systems, and a variety of physical, chemical, or biologi
systems may be investigated. To probe more excited st
we may generalize our current method for higher-order
sponses. For first-order response, only the first term on

FIG. 2. CPU time on an SGI Indigo2 R10000 workstation forN530,
40, 50, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 350, and 500. Each calculati
performed at a frequencyv52.175 eV with G50.1 eV. a520 is used.
-

al
l

es,
-
e

rhs of Eq. ~7! contributes. For higher-order responses,
second and third terms on the rhs contribute as well. W
the truncation of density matrix and Fock matrix, the co
putational time spent in evaluating the second and th
terms is proportional toN. The computation for higher-orde
responses is of theO(N) scaling as well. In our calculation
the Hartree-Fock ground state is obtained first. This par
the calculation scales asO(N3). However, compared with
the total time, its computational time is trivial forN
530–500. Combining our method for the excited states w
existing algorithms for the ground state1–23 would lead to a
linear scaling of the total computational time, provided th
the geometry is fixed during the calculation. We adopt a P
Hamiltonian to describe thep electrons in polyacetylene an
ignore differential overlaps of Coulomb interaction. Incl
sion of the differential overlaps does not affect theO(N)
scaling.32 Therefore, we may generalize our method f
implementation atab initio calculation levels. An importan
point in our calculation is that no further approximation
made for the Hamiltonian. The only approximations ma
relate to the feature of reduced density matrix. This f
guarantees the wide applicability of the new method.

To summarize, we present a first linear scaling calculat
that includes explicitly the Coulomb interaction for line
optical response of an electronic system. The linear scalin
achieved for the computational time as well as the mem
required. This makes it possible for accurate numerical
termination of the excited-state properties of very large el
tronic systems. Although the linear response has been
focus, nonlinear response may easily be evaluated vi
slight generalization of the method.

We thank Dr. YiJing Yan for valuable discussions. Su
port from the Hong Kong Research Grant Council~RGC!
and the Committee for Research and Conference Gr
~CRCG! of the University of Hong Kong is gratefully ac
knowledged.
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